In dual-modality PET/CT systems, the CT scan provides the attenuation map for PET attenuation correction. The current clinical practice of obtaining a single helical CT scan provides only a snapshot of the respiratory cycle, whereas PET occurs over multiple respiratory cycles. Misalignment of the attenuation map and emission image because of respiratory motion causes errors in the attenuation correction factors and artifacts in the attenuationcorrected PET image. To rectify this problem, we evaluated the use of cine CT, which acquires multiple low-dose CT images during a respiratory cycle. We evaluated the average and the intensity-maximum image of cine CT for cardiac PET attenuation correction. Methods: Cine CT data and cardiac PET data were acquired from a cardiac phantom and from multiple patient studies. The conventional helical CT, cine CT, and PET data of an axially translating phantom were evaluated with and without respiratory motion. For the patient studies, we acquired 2 cine CT studies for each PET acquisition in a rest-stress 13 N-ammonia protocol. Three readers visually evaluated the alignment of 74 attenuation image sets versus the corresponding emission image and determined whether the alignment provided acceptable or unacceptable attenuation-corrected PET images. Results: In the phantom study, the attenuation correction from helical CT caused a major artifactual defect in the lateral wall on the PET image. The attenuation correction from the average and from the intensity-maximum cine CT images reduced the defect by 20% and 60%, respectively. In the patient studies, 77% of the cases using the average of the cine CT images had acceptable alignment and 88% of the cases using the intensity maximum of the cine CT images had acceptable alignment. Conclusion: Cine CT offers an alternative to helical CT for compensating for respiratory motion in the attenuation correction of cardiac PET studies. Phantom studies suggest that the average and the intensity maximum of the cine CT images can reduce potential respirationinduced misalignment errors in attenuation correction. Patient studies reveal that cine CT provides acceptable alignment in most cases and suggest that the intensity-maximum cine image offers a more robust alternative to the average cine image. PET combined with CT in an integrated PET/CT scanner offers a single-study, noninvasive technique for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease. The integrated modalities provide distinct and complementary information: PET offers functional measurement of myocardial perfusion and metabolism, whereas contrast-enhanced CT angiography offers structural assessment of coronary anatomy and atherosclerotic burden (1,2).
In dual-modality PET/CT systems, the CT scan provides the attenuation map for PET attenuation correction. The current clinical practice of obtaining a single helical CT scan provides only a snapshot of the respiratory cycle, whereas PET occurs over multiple respiratory cycles. Misalignment of the attenuation map and emission image because of respiratory motion causes errors in the attenuation correction factors and artifacts in the attenuationcorrected PET image. To rectify this problem, we evaluated the use of cine CT, which acquires multiple low-dose CT images during a respiratory cycle. We evaluated the average and the intensity-maximum image of cine CT for cardiac PET attenuation correction. Methods: Cine CT data and cardiac PET data were acquired from a cardiac phantom and from multiple patient studies. The conventional helical CT, cine CT, and PET data of an axially translating phantom were evaluated with and without respiratory motion. For the patient studies, we acquired 2 cine CT studies for each PET acquisition in a rest-stress 13 N-ammonia protocol. Three readers visually evaluated the alignment of 74 attenuation image sets versus the corresponding emission image and determined whether the alignment provided acceptable or unacceptable attenuation-corrected PET images. Results: In the phantom study, the attenuation correction from helical CT caused a major artifactual defect in the lateral wall on the PET image. The attenuation correction from the average and from the intensity-maximum cine CT images reduced the defect by 20% and 60%, respectively. In the patient studies, 77% of the cases using the average of the cine CT images had acceptable alignment and 88% of the cases using the intensity maximum of the cine CT images had acceptable alignment. Conclusion: Cine CT offers an alternative to helical CT for compensating for respiratory motion in the attenuation correction of cardiac PET studies. Phantom studies suggest that the average and the intensity maximum of the cine CT images can reduce potential respirationinduced misalignment errors in attenuation correction. Patient studies reveal that cine CT provides acceptable alignment in most cases and suggest that the intensity-maximum cine image offers a more robust alternative to the average cine image. PET combined with CT in an integrated PET/CT scanner offers a single-study, noninvasive technique for the diagnosis of coronary artery disease. The integrated modalities provide distinct and complementary information: PET offers functional measurement of myocardial perfusion and metabolism, whereas contrast-enhanced CT angiography offers structural assessment of coronary anatomy and atherosclerotic burden (1, 2) .
A limitation with cardiac PET on a PET/CT system is that the PET attenuation map formed from a helical CT acquisition represents a snapshot of the respiratory cycle, whereas the PET image is acquired over multiple respirations. The potential attenuation and emission misalignment dramatically reduces the accuracy of attenuation correction, leading to serious artifacts in the PET image in a large fraction of studies.
The effects of respiratory motion on attenuation-emission scan mismatch with PET/CT scanners has received growing interest in the past few years and has been explored for both oncologic and cardiac applications. Simulation studies of dynamic phantoms have shown errors of as much as 625% on attenuation-corrected PET images from respiratory motion-mismatched CT acquisitions (3). Chin et al. showed in a canine study that CT performed at end-exhalation or end-inhalation results in PET myocardial regional errors on the order of 66% (4). They also showed that misregistration along the diaphragm causes global quantitation errors on the PET image and erroneous heterogeneity in the myocardium. Goerres et al. demonstrated that mismatches can cause mean errors of up to 635% in clinical human studies comparing CT attenuation correction to conventional PET transmission scans with germanium sources (5). Several groups have explored the option of performing the CT scan at an optimal time during respiration, such as at mid expiration, to minimize potential mismatches (6) (7) (8) .
Our clinical experience has found that asking patients to hold their breath at a certain point in their respiratory cycle causes highly variable and often undesirable results. Even with perfect breath coaching, it is difficult to state the optimal breath protocol applicable for all patients (mid expiration vs. full expiration vs. shallow expiration vs. constant shallow breathing). And finally, even if the CT scan is obtained at the optimal location, it will not perfectly match the PET scan acquired over many full respiratory cycles. Figure 1 presents an axial and coronal slice from a 13 Nammonia ( 13 NH 3 ) stress study performed on a GE Discovery STE PET/CT scanner. The left column shows images from a helical CT scan used for attenuation correction of the PET images in the right column. The same line in 3-dimensional space is drawn from the edge of the cardiac lateral wall on the CT scan to the edge of the wall on the PET scan, marking the almost 2.5-cm mismatch between the attenuation and emission images. This mismatch leads to the artifactual defect highlighted on the same PET slices.
We proposed using cine CT acquisition, and derived images, to reduce attenuation correction errors from respiration and cardiac motion. Cine CT essentially acquires multiple low-dose CT scans over time at each slice in the patient. Pan et al. have demonstrated the efficacy of averaged cine CT images for oncologic imaging (9). Cook et al. have presented initial results on the benefits of averaged cine CT images for cardiac imaging in a canine study (10) . We demonstrated through phantom studies and our initial clinical patient studies the efficacy of attenuation correction with 2 combinations of cine CT images: average images and intensity-maximum images.
Cardiac PET with the radiotracer 18 F-FDG is considered the gold-standard indicator of myocardial viability (11) (12) (13) . PET studies with either 82 Rb or 13 NH 3 offer the potential for quantitative myocardial perfusion assessment (14) (15) (16) (17) . Moreover, gated cardiac PET with these tracers has been shown to assess left ventricular function well (18) . These cardiac PET techniques provide valuable information regarding the diagnosis of ischemia or infarction and offer prognostic information to guide patient treatment.
High-energy-photon attenuation correction factors for PET are derived from a transmission scan. In conventional stand-alone PET systems, this transmission scan is acquired over a period of about 3-20 min with a rotating external rod source (germanium or cesium), providing a noisy attenuation map of the patient. In modern, integrated PET/CT systems, the CT scan is transformed to provide a fast, relatively noise-free attenuation map (19) . If the attenuation image is misaligned with the emission image, the attenuation correction factors are incorrect and cause artifacts in the attenuation-corrected PET image. With cardiac imaging, there is a strong attenuation gradient along the myocardial free wall, with muscle next to the air of the lung space. Another strong attenuation gradient occurs along the top of the right diaphragm, which, for many patients, enters and leaves the same axial slice as does the left ventricle. If misalignments occur along these boundaries, the attenuation correction factors are potentially highly inaccurate, causing as much as a 60% error in the PET tracer emission image in the critical regions of diagnostic interest (20) . Artifacts caused by misalignment are particularly disconcerting in cardiac imaging because they can present themselves as perfusion abnormalities or erroneous information on myocardial viability (21) .
The American Society of Nuclear Cardiology warns against these potential attenuation correction-induced artifacts in stand-alone PET and PET/CT systems (22) . McCord et al. have shown that even a small, 2-cm, shift between transmission and emission images can cause up to a 30% myocardial regional increase or decrease on the PET image, especially in the free wall (20) , leading to qualitative and quantitative misinterpretations. These emissiontransmission misalignments not only cause artifacts but also are common in stand-alone PET systems. Loghin et al. analyzed 1,177 diagnostic myocardial perfusion PET studies and found that 21% of them had artifactual defects due to an attenuation-emission mismatch (23) . In stand-alone PET systems, this mismatch is due to patient movement between the transmission and emission scans. Integrated PET/CT scanners may lessen this problem by providing a faster transmission image from the CT component. However, the helical CT transmission acquisition is in another respect too fast, imaging only a fraction of a respiratory cycle. In short, whereas patient movement between the CT FIGURE 1. Cardiac PET/CT example of attenuation and emission scan mismatch, which often occurs along lateral free wall or right diaphragm. Axial and coronal images of CT scan and of attenuation-corrected NH 3 PET scan show, as indicated with same solid line drawn on all slices, 24.7-mm mismatch at lateral wall. and PET scans remains a possible source of artifacts, the alignment is often further compromised by respiratory and cardiac motion.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Approaches to Attenuation Correction
CT attenuation correction derived from the entire respiratory cycle will be more accurate than CT attenuation correction from only a single phase of the respiratory period. Several modern CT scanners support a ''cine'' acquisition mode that essentially collects multiple scans of the same region over time. We compared the use of conventional helical CT, the average of cine images, and the intensity maximum of cine images for attenuation correction. Figure 2 provides a simple example of the 3 CT methods compared in this work. We collected cine images of a partially filled 2-cm-diameter sphere taped to a box that oscillated up and down during acquisition (period, 4 s). The CT settings were a 0.8-s rotation, a 2.5-mm slice, 50 mA, 140 kVp, and 5 s per slice, effectively forming 5 consecutive images at each slice. The intensity-maximum image is formed from selecting the maximum value in each pixel across all time frames. This method is similar in concept to the maximum-intensity-projection method for the presentation of volumetric data. With maximum-intensity projection, the maximum pixel is selected across a projection through the object (across space domain). With intensity-maximum cine images, the maximum pixel is selected across the time domain. As a result, the intensity-maximum method will produce an image set that contains the minimum lung volume experienced through the normal course of respiration.
The PET acquisition can last 3-15 min, acquiring counts during an average of the respiratory motion. The use of the average cine CT image for attenuation correction offers one logical combination of the cine data. On the other hand, at any moment in time, the attenuation experienced by a single pair of coincident events is not the average of the body motion. Huesman et al. have shown that conventional PET transmission scanning, which collects an average of respiration and is similar in concept to the average of cine CT images, is inaccurate and less desirable than accurate phase matching of gated attenuation and emission data (24, 25) . We do not have access to respiration-gated PET data in these cardiac studies to match the attenuation and emission phases. We hypothesize that the intensity-maximum images will provide an alternative, reliable set of attenuation correction factors.
Phantom Studies
We tested the application of cine CT data for attenuation correction on measured phantom data from the GE DSTE scanner. We constructed a custom bed to simulate respiratory motion during acquisition. This bed consisted of a stationary portion supporting a moving platform and a drive mechanism powered by an electric motor that provided periodic axial translation (3 cm/s). We placed a cardiac torso phantom (Data Spectrum Corp.) with no defect on the moving platform and filled it with 18 F-FDG with an activity concentration ratio of 5:1 for myocardial wall to background. We acquired conventional CT, cine CT, and PET data from this phantom with and without respiratory motion (periodic axial translation).
The cine CT acquisition collected 5 low-dose CT images (10 mA, 120 keV, 0.8-s rotation) at each slice over approximately 3 s. We corrected the PET data with the conventional helical CT, an average of the 5 cine CT images, and an intensity maximum of the 5 cine CT images. These were compared with the ideal attenuation correction formed from PET and CT images acquired without motion for matched emission and attenuation correction factors. A weighted averaging of these ideal attenuation-corrected PET images was performed across multiple slices to induce respiratory motion to form a ''true case.''
Patient Studies
We have implemented cine CT for attenuation correction in the clinical workflow of our cardiac PET perfusion studies on the GE DSTE scanner. These 13 N ammonia studies consist of a rest and pharmacologic stress portion for patients referred to the clinic with suspected coronary artery disease. We performed a cine CT acquisition (0.8-s rotation, 2.5-mm slice, 10 mA, 140 kVp) before and after both the rest and the stress PET acquisitions, for a total of 4 cine CT datasets with each patient. The protocol is outlined in Table 1 . For both the rest and the stress study, we evaluated PET studies using attenuation correction from the average of the first cine, the intensity maximum of the first cine, the average of the second cine, and the intensity maximum of the second cine. We performed this protocol on 8 patients. We varied this protocol slightly for 2 additional patient studies (one containing no stress portion and the other containing no second cine for the stress portion), for a total of 74 attenuation-emission combinations.
The cine acquisition operates in step-and-shoot mode with the bed stationary for 1 cine duration, in which CT data are acquired for an entire respiratory cycle, before moving to the next bed location. In these patient studies, the cine duration was set on the basis of the respiratory period, which was determined from an optical real-time position monitor system (Varian Medical Systems). The cine duration for these patient studies ranged from 4 to 7 s. The temporal sampling of the CT images can be adjusted by varying the time between CT images; for all studies, we fixed the time spacing to 0.8 s to match the rotation speed.
The attenuation-emission combinations were evaluated with a visual quality control process similar to the clinical task of evaluating the accuracy of the attenuation map. The attenuationcorrected image (from average or intensity maximum of cine CT images) and the attenuation-corrected PET image were viewed on a fusion workstation. The CT image window and level were set near Images formed from cine CT images: average image of 5 time frames at same slice (B) and intensity-maximum image of 5 time frames (C). Because PET is performed during multiple complete respirations, attenuation correction derived from cine CT images may be more accurate than that derived from helical images. a lung window (window, 1,000; level, 2200 HU) to appropriately represent the tissue boundaries that are present in the attenuation map formed when the CT image is scaled to PET energy (19) . Two cardiologists and one scientist independently evaluated the alignment of each attenuation-emission combination. The alignment was denoted ''unacceptable'' if there were sites of misalignment of more than 1 cm around the myocardial boundary leading to visible perfusion artifacts or if there were artifacts in the left ventricular region of the CT image leading to artifacts on the PET image. The attenuation-emission alignment was considered ''acceptable'' if the PET myocardial border and the CT myocardial border were aligned (,1-cm deviation) along all surfaces.
RESULTS
Phantom Studies
Transaxial slices through the CT and PET images from the moving cardiac torso phantom appear in Figure 3 . The first row presents the CT images that were used for attenuation correction of the PET images in the second row. A matching region of interest placed on the voxels of the myocardium in each PET image yielded the average 6 SD activity concentrations: true case, 71.9 6 7.6 kBq/mL; helical attenuation correction, 23.8 6 14.1; average cine attenuation correction, 32.5 6 9.5; and cine intensitymaximum attenuation correction, 52.5 6 8.7. The average and intensity-maximum cine CT images reduced the error in the defect by 20% and 60%, respectively. The intensitymaximum method recovered the activity levels and reduced heterogeneity in the myocardium more than did the other methods.
Patient Studies
The use of cine CT acquisition for attenuation correction was added to our clinical workflow. A summary of the attenuation-emission alignment quality appears in Table 2 . This evaluation compared 37 unique cine CT acquisitions from 10 patients. The average of the cine CT image volumes provided acceptable alignment in 77% of the cases, and the intensity maximum of the same cine CT images provided acceptable alignment in 88% of the cases.
No studies with unacceptable alignment from the intensitymaximum cine image had acceptable alignment with the cine average. Figure 4 presents coronal images from the same PET study with attenuation correction from the average and from the intensity maximum of the cine images. The matching myocardial outline reveals the acceptable alignment with both methods. Figure 5 presents images from a study with an unacceptable average cine alignment and an acceptable intensity-maximum cine alignment. The outline drawn on the coronal images and the outline drawn on the transaxial images highlight the mismatched basal lateral myocardial boundary between the average cine image and the PET emission region. Figure 6 presents average quantification values in different segments of the myocardium for a patient stress study with no perfusion defects. In this study, the average of the first cine acquisition had unacceptable alignment with the emission data, and all other methods had acceptable alignment. The intensity maximum of the cine data led to emission images with myocardial values approximately 2%-7% higher than those for emission images corrected with the average of the cine data. When images were normalized to have identical maximum values (similar to the qualitative task of visually assessing perfusion defects), the intensity-maximum and average attenuation correction methods led to similar global levels when the alignment was acceptable. In this example, when the alignment was unacceptable (average of first cine), the anterior and anterolateral segments of the heart showed a clear deficit, which was partially resolved with the intensity maximum of the same cine data and completely resolved with the aligned second cine acquisition.
DISCUSSION
The phantom study supports the use of cine CT for attenuation correction, showing reduced bias and reduced potential for artifactual perfusion defects due to erroneous heterogeneity. Furthermore, in this study, the intensity maximum of the cine data for attenuation correction appeared to outperform the average of the cine data. The CT images (Fig. 4) revealed that averaging the cine data can cause motion-blurred boundaries that, when translated to PET energies, will have erroneous values leading to undercorrected attenuation in these localized (clinically meaningful) regions. The intensity maximum of the cine CT data did not have blurred boundaries. Along the boundary of the mediastinum and lung, the intensity-maximum image provided the maximal motion extent of the muscle/ soft tissue. Therefore, whereas the intensity-maximum image overestimated the boundary location, it did provide constant (not blurred) coefficients for correcting muscle/ soft-tissue attenuation along the myocardium. In short, the average of the cine CT can lead to undercorrected attenuation in the PET myocardium (possible defect artifacts) and the intensity maximum of the cine CT can cause overcorrected attenuation in regions outside the PET myocardium (possible high-activity artifacts). Considering the fact that errors from attenuation correction are highly localized to the regions with errors, intensity-maximum attenuation correction may be preferable to average attenuation correction for cardiac imaging. In the phantom experiment, conventional helical CT imaged the phantom at approximately mid expiration but could have captured the phantom at any location in the cycle (similar to no breath coaching). Given the geometry of the phantom, helical CT would have yielded better results if the scan had captured the phantom at full expiration (cranial extreme translation). Breath coaching could be used to improve the potential accuracy of the helical acquisition. But, as this example highlights, when helical CT is performed at a nonoptimal respiratory phase, the attenuation-emission misalignment can cause artifactual perfusion defects. And, as stated earlier, coaching patients to hold their breath in the optimal respiratory phase is a challenge and relies on patient compliance. Figure 5 shows a mismatch in a patient study from the average cine CT along the basal lateral portion of the myocardium. This is a common region for a mismatch, considering that respiration causes the mediastinum to move primarily along the craniocaudal axis. Consequently, the lateral portion of the heart on the PET image can appear in the lung space of the CT image, leading to undercorrected attenuation in this region and reduced confidence in the values along the lateral myocardial wall on the PET image. The use of the intensity-maximum image for attenuation correction (with 12% of the cases having unacceptable alignment) had fewer cases of unacceptable alignment than did the use of average cine for attenuation correction; these cases were still misaligned because of patient movement (shifting body position) and aberrant breathing patterns between the CT acquisition and the PET acquisition. Although a more thorough analysis of quantification is warranted, an initial analysis showed that when images were normalized, aligned studies had similar quantitation whether attenuation correction was performed with the intensity-maximum cine image or with the average cine image.
The coronal CT slice in Figure 5 revealed a common artifact on the average cine images. These images were prone to mismatches at the edges of the CT axial fields of view because of a motion mismatch between each bed location in the step-and-shoot acquisition. The intensitymaximum images were less prone to the motion mismatch because only the extreme tissue boundaries (instead of motion-blurred boundaries) were retained. One method for reducing these mismatches in the average image was to decrease the temporal spacing between the cine CT images by generating more CT images for each bed location. We used 0.8-s spacing between images, and a 0.8-s rotation speed, for essentially no data overlap on each CT image. We could reduce the spacing to form more CT images at each location to provide a potentially smoother average image. Furthermore, a faster rotation speed would avoid artifacts within a single CT image due to structures moving into and out of the slice location during the acquisition of a single image.
This work evaluated attenuation correction with either the average or the intensity-maximum image. Another possible method for attenuation correction is to use a weighted combination of the average and intensity-maximum images as (1 2 WF)average 1 (WF)intensity maximum, where WF is the weighting factor (0 to 1). This combination could offer a compromise between the inaccurate blurred boundaries on the average image and the inaccurate oversized boundaries on the intensity-maximum image. Figure 7 presents a possible combination of average and intensity-maximum images (equal weighted average of 2 images, with a WF of 0.5).
Multiple CT scans at 1 slice location raise concern about radiation dose. In cardiac PET, only 1 PET axial field of view (1 bed location) is necessary for each image acquisition. A 15-cm coverage for the 10-mA, 140-kVp, 5.6-s cine CT acquisition resulted in an effective dose of around 2 mSv. Even though individual 10-mA cine images are dramatically noisier than conventional diagnostic studies, attenuation maps for PET are highly smoothed. Likewise, the average and intensity-maximum combination of noisy images have improved signal-to-noise properties because they are derived from multiple images at each location. We chose 10 mA because it is the present lower limit on the CT tube; this level could be reduced if the CT scanner supported lower currents. The effective dose could also be reduced if the CT acquisition could be performed on only the portion of the image volume with myocardium, which is often smaller than the 15-cm PET field of view. The cine CT effective dose is analogous to that of a normal helical CT scan with the same coverage using a tube current of 60 mAs, which is a lower current (and dose) than is used in many centers. In 82 Rb imaging, where the effective dose for a rest-stress study is in the range of 10-15 mSv (26), the addition of 4 cine CT acquisitions adds approximately 50% more radiation. For 13 N imaging, in which the PET acquisitions have an effective dose of around 3 mSv, the total study dose including 4 CT acquisitions is similar to that of a conventional 99m Tc imaging study.
Alternative CT acquisitions for imaging respiratory motion have been proposed and evaluated. Slow-scan helical CT acquisition uses a slow gantry rotation to capture a respiratory cycle in 1 rotation. This acquisition collects inconsistent data from different phases of respiration and is therefore prone to artifacts in motion regions of the image (27) . Another approach uses a helical acquisition with a low pitch (slow table translation). Pan has shown that low-pitch CT offers slightly faster acquisition times than cine CT but less desirable dose efficiency and slice thickness properties (28) .
CONCLUSION
Cine CT offers an alternative to helical CT to compensate for respiratory motion in attenuation correction of cardiac PET studies. Phantom studies suggested that the average and the intensity maximum of the cine CT images can reduce potential respiration-induced misalignment errors in attenuation correction. Patient studies revealed that cine CT images provide acceptable attenuation-emission alignment in most cases. The studies also showed that the intensitymaximum image is aligned more often than is the average cine image, suggesting that the former offers more robust attenuation correction than the latter. Coronal slices through average of cine CT data (A), intensitymaximum image (B), and weighted combination of average and intensitym a x i m u m i m a g e ( C ) . W e i g h t e dcombination image reduces some of the stair-step axial-field-of-view artifacts present on average image and shows a potentially more accurate boundary extent than does intensity-maximum image.
